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INTRODUCTION 
Consider the union A of s general points in IF’,. Let Z= Ok a0 Zk be the 
homogeneous ideal of A. It is known that dim Zk = max(O, (“,‘“) - s). Let d 
be the first positive integer k such that (“; k, 2 s. Then Zk = (0) for k < d 
and Z is generated by Z,@ Id+ , (Castelnuovo-Mumford theory [ 11, 
p. 991). Fix homogeneous coordinates x0,..., xN on P,. We have a natural 
map f: Z,” +’ -+ Id+ i defined by f( (so,..., sN)) = x,,sO + . . . + x,,,sN. Roberts 
[ 121 and Geramita and Orecchia [S] raised the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. Fix s > N 3 2. For a general subset A c P, with 
card(A) = S, the natural map f: I!+ ’ -+ Id+, has maximal rank, i.e., it is 
injective or surjective . 
This conjecture is equivalent to say that the homogeneous ideal of a 
general subset A of P,, card(A) =s> N, is generated by (NN+d)-~+ 
max(O, (N +j+ I )-s+(N+ l)( NNfd) - s)) forms, where d was defined above. 
Note that d is uniquely determined by N and S, hence the number just 
given depends only N on s. 
Here we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For every s 3 4, s # (3k + 4)(k + 1 )( 3k + 1)/2 for any k 3 1, 
the conjecture is true in P,. 
Our proof uses three pieces of projective geometry: 
(1) the dual of the Euler sequence which defines TP,; 
(2) the well-known fact that TP, 1 C is a direct sum of N line bundles 
of degree N + 1 for every smooth rational curve C spanning IP’, and with 
deg C= N; 
(3) the cubic surface. 
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The conjecture is true in P, without any restriction s. Our proof gives 
that if the conjecture in P, holds for s=28, then it holds also for s = 
(3k+4)(k+ 1)(3k+ 1)/2 for every k> 1. A. Hirschowitz [9] proved 
exactly the case s = 28. His method is very powerful and very general. It 
works also in P,, N > 4, and a few mathematicians are using it to try to 
solve the conjecture in P,, Na 4. Furthermore this method is a very 
powerful approach even for the corresponding conjecture for smooth cur- 
ves. After the maximal rank conjecture for certain curves, this would be the 
first step for understanding the minimal resolution of the ideal sheal of a 
“general” curve in P,. 
In P, the conjecture was proved in [4]. Another proof for P, was given 
in 131. Our approach gives another proof of the conjecture for P,. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We work over an algebraically closed field. QPN is the cotangent sheaf on 
P,. Fix homogeneous coordinates x0,..., x ,, of P,. 
Consider the exact sequence dual of the Euler sequence [7, Chap. II, 
Sect. 83: 
o- SZ,,v(n)- (N$ 1) q+(n- l)A 0&r)- 0 (1) 
where g is defined by g((s,,,..., sN))= xOs,, + ... +x,+,,,. From (1) we 
obtain h’(P,, QPN(n)) = (N+ l)(N+;-l)- (NN+“) if n>, 1. Fix a natural 
number s. Let A be a general closed subscheme of P,, card(d) = s, YA its 
ideal sheaf, and I its homogeneous ideal. Zis generated by Z, and Z,,, i[ 111 
if d is the first integer k with ( “Gk) 2 s. Tensor (1) with &. We obtain that 
the map f: Zr+’ -+Z,+, defined by f((s,;.., sN))=xoso+ ... +x,s, is 
injective if and only if @(P,, QPN(d + 1) @ &) = 0. Moreover f is surjec- 
tive if and only if Zz”(P,,QPN(d+l)@&) = (N+l)(N,fd)-.r- 
(( N +i’ ‘) -3). From now on we assume s > N, since for s < N the statement 
corresponding to the conjecture is often false (e.g., for N = 3, s = 2). For 
s > N we have n = d+ 1 3 3. By semicontinuity we obtain the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. The conjecture is true in P, if for every s > N and n 2 3 
there exists A c P, with h’(P,, QpN(n) @$A) = max(O, h”(PFn,(n)) - Ns). 
The condition in 1.1 is necessary, too. 
Remark 1.2. Note that for fixed N, n it is sufficient to check the 
condition in 1.1 only for s’= [h’(P,, Q&n))/N] and s”= 
[(h’(P,, Qp,(n)) + N- 1)/N], where “[ 1” means “integer part of.” Indeed 
assume YOU find A’, A” with card( A’) = s’, card( A”) = s”, 
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~‘(P,v, Qp,(n)@=%s) = h’(P,, Q,N(n)C3~A~~)=0. Then for every Bc A’ 
we have h’(P,, QPH(n)OYjB) = h’(P,, QpN(n)) -N card(B) while for 
every D3A”, hO(IFD,,Q,,(n)@YD)=O. 
We need the following well-known lemma (if N= 3 a much stronger 
result is proved in [2]): 
LEMMA 1.3. Let Cc P, be a smooth rational curve spanning P, with 
deg C = N. Then TP,( - 1 )I C is the direct sum of N line bundles of degree 1. 
Proof: Consider the Euler sequence for TP,( - 1) (the dual of (1) for 
n = 1). We obtain that 7IP,( - l)lC is generated by global sections. It is 
well known [ 7, Chap. V, Ex. 2.61 that every vector bundle on P , is a direct 
sum of line bundles. 
Note that deg(TP,( - l)lC)= N. Hence it is sufficient to show that 
TP,( - l)lC does not have Co,. as a direct factor. If (!Ic is a quotient of 
TPJ - 1 )IC by the dual of ( 1) we obtain a non-zero map a: (N + 1) 
G,- + UC given by N + 1 constant ao,..., aN, not all zero. From the dual of 
(1) we obtain that C is contained in the hyperplane with equation 
aox,+ ... +a,x,,,=O, a contradiction. 1
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let P, ,..., P, be six points in P, not on a conic and no three of them 
collinear. Let p: X+ IFD, be the blowing-up of the plane at these six points. 
We have Pit(X) g Z7; we will take as base of Pit(X) the class e of a total 
transform of a line in the plane and the exceptional divisors ei = p ~ ‘(Pi), 
i = l,..., 6. The divisor 3e -e, - e2 - e3 - e4 - e5 - e6 is very ample. It gives 
an embedding h: X+ P, with S := h(X) a smooth surface of degree 3. The 
linear system I3e - 2e, - e3 - e4 - e5 - e6( (resp. (3e - 2e, - e3 - e4 - 
e5 - eel) contains a smooth element C’ (resp. D’) corresponding to an 
irreducible plane cubic passing through P,, P,, P,, P, and with a node at 
P, (resp. P2). Put C= h(C’), D = h(D’). C and D are smooth rational cur- 
ves of degree 3 to which we may apply Lemma 1.3. 
We will write Q, 0, YY instead of sZp,, &&,, YY,p, (even in the next sec- 
tion). Consider again the Euler sequence 
0 -+ O(n) + 40(n - 1) -+ U(n) --) 0. (2) 
From (2) we obtain h2(p,, a(n))=0 for each integer n, h’(P,, Q(n))=0 
for each n#O, h’(P,,SZ)=l, h’(P,,Q(n)) = (n+2)(n+l)(n-1)/2 for 
every n 2 1, h’(P,, Q(n)) = 0 for every n < 0. From the exact sequence 
0 + S2(n - 3) + Q(n) + Q(n)(S -+ 0 (3) 
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We obtain h’(S, Q(n)lS) = 0 for every n2 1, h’(S, Q)S) = 1, 
h’(S, Q(n)lS) = (n - 1)(9n - 6)/2 for every n 2 1. Note that IC+ DI = 
Wff“(X co,(2))). H ence we obtain the exact sequences 
0 + Q(n - 2)(&s + (Q(n - 2)IS)O c!&(D) -+ (Q(n - 2)lD) @ Lo,(D) -+ 0 (4) 
o-t(a(n-2)IS)@os(D)+Q(n)lS-*Q(n)(C+0. (5) 
Note that on S the self-intersection D. D is 1, while D. C= 5. By 
Lemma 1.3, (Q(n - 2))D) 0 ODD(D) is the direct sum of three line bundles of 
degree 3n - 9. Hence we obtain h’(S, (Q(n - 2))s) 0 OS(D)) = 0 for n b 3, 
h”(S, (Q(n -2)/S) 0 6$(D)) = (9n2 - 33n + 24)/2 for every n > 3. 
Now we may repeat the general method of [8]. 
Consider the following assertions. 
A(n), n 2 1: There exists (A, B) such that A c B c [ID,, card(d) = 
card(B)- 1 = [(n+2)(n+ l)(n- 1)/6], /z”(P3,Q(n)@FA) = 
(n+2)(n+ l)(n- 1)/2-3 card(A), and h’(P,, Q(n)@FB)=O. 
B(n), n > 1: There exists Mc S, card(M) = (n - 1)(3n - 2)/2, such 
that h”(S, Q(n)lS) 0 YM,s) = 0. 
C(n-2), na 3: There exists KcS, card(K) = (3n2- lln+8)/2 
and such that h’(S, (Q(n - 2)IS) @ c?,(D) 0 YK,s) = 0. 
By Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.2 the conjecture in P, (and in particular 
Theorem 1) is true if A(n) holds for every n 2 3. We will use the method of 
[S] to prove A(n) using A(n-3) and B(n), failing only for A(5). 
LEMMA 2.1. For every n > 3 the following assertions are true: 
(a) A(n) is true if A(n - 3) and B(n) are true (n > 3); 
(b) B(n-2) implies C(n-2); 
(c) C(n - 2) implies B(n). 
Proof: (a) Take (A, B) satisfying A(n - 3). By semicontinuity we may 
assume B n S = Qr. Take M c S, card(M) = (n - 1 )( 3n - 2)/2, satisfying 
B(n). I claim that (A u M, Bu M) satisfies A(n). Take 
fe@P,, Q(n)@F A v M). By B(n) the restriction ff to S vanishes, hence 
f= qt, where q is the equation of S and t E H”(PFD,, Q(n - 3)@ YA). If f 
vanishes on B, then t vanishes on B, hence t = 0 bu A(n - 3). 
(b) Take Mc S satisfying B(n - 2). Since F := (Q,(n - 2)lD)@ ODD(D) 
is the direct sum of three line bundles of degree 3n - 9, we may find the 
union J of 3n - 8 points on D such that h’(D, F@ YJ,D) = 0. By (4), Mu J 
satisfies C(n - 2). 
The proof of (c) is similar. We use C. D = 5 and (5). 1 
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Note that A( 1) and B( 1) are vacuously true. Hence we have proved B(n) 
for every odd n. Unfortunately A(2) and B(2) are false. We have to prove 
by hand B(4), A(3), A(4), and A(5). We were unable to prove A(5). First 
we prove B(4). 
In X we consider smooth irreducible curves R’ E 13e - e, - 2e, - e4 - 
e5-e,l, T’E 13e-e,-2e,-e,-e,-e,l and put R=h(R’), T=h(T’). R, T 
are smooth rational curves, deg R = deg T = 3. Note that IC + R + Tl = 
Wffo(X c?,(3))). H ence we have the exact sequences 
Note that C.C=R.R=l, C.R=4, hence (Q(l)IR)@0,JC+R) is a 
direct sum of three line bundles of degree 4. Thus we may find 
UcC, VcR, WcT, card(U)=l, card(V)=5, card(W)=9 with 
h”(C, (Q(l)IC)OQ(C)@Y~,,-) = h’(R, (Q(l)IR)@O!q(C+R)OFv,,) = 
h”( T, (Q(4)l T) @ Yw,T) = 0. The proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that U u Vu W 
satisfies B(4). But the restriction map P( P,, Q(4)) -+ @(S, Q(4)jS) is an 
isomorphism because H’( P,, Q( 1)) = 0 for i = 0, 1 (use (3)). Hence 
Uu Vu W satisfies A(4). 
Now we prove A(3). B(3) and (3) for n = 3 imply the existence of B c S, 
card(B) = 7, with h”( P,, Q(3) 0 YB) = 0. We claim the existence of A c B, 
card(A)=6, with h’(P,, 52(3)@&)=2, hence proving A(3). If not, 
h”P,, Q(3)@%,;., ) 3 3 for every P E B. Hence for every Z c A c B with 
card(A)-l=card(Z)=5, we have h”([FD,,Q(3)@Fz) - h’(P,,Q(3)0 
YA) d2. This implies that every point in B\Z imposes at most two con- 
ditions to p(rrP,, Q(3)@&), hence hO(P,, Q(3)@&)> 1, a contradic- 
tion. 
The first version of this paper contained a wrong proof of A(5). The 
referee found the error and suggested that this case could be proved using a 
computer. Anyhow, there is a proof of A(5) due to A. Hirschowitz [9], 
hence the conjecture is true in P,. Now we show how to prove Theorem 1 
without assuming A(5). Consider the following statement A’(3k + 2), k b 1, 
weaker than A(3k + 2). 
A’(3k+2), ka 1: There exists S’cScYcP-,, card(S)= 
card(S) + 1 = card(S”) - 1 = (3k + 4)(k + 1)(3k + 1)/2, such that 
h”(P,,Q(3k+2)@&)=3, h”(P,,Q(3k+2)@&)<1, h”(P,,f2 
(3k+2)0&,)=0. 
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By Remark 1.2, Theorem 1 will be proved as soon as we prove 
A’(3k + 2) for each k > 1. By the proof of Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to
prove A’(5). Take a smooth cubic surface F and WC F, card(W) = 26, 
satisfying B(5). Take A” in P,\ F, card(A”) = 3, not contained in a line and 
A’cA CA” with card(A’) = 1, card(A) = 2. We claim that 
h’(P,, 52(2)0&,)=3, h’([Fp,, Q(2)@yA)= 1, and h’(P,, Q(2)@yA,,)=0. 
This follows from the definition of the map g in the dual (1) of the Euler 
sequence for N = 3, n = 2; the definition of g says that for G = A’, A, or A”, 
ffY~,,W)O%,) = {(Lo,L,,L,,L,)E~(P,,~(1))4: x,L,+x,L,+ 
x,L,+x,L,=O}. Put S’=A’u W, SAW W, S”=A”u W. The proof of 
Lemma 2.1 shows that S’, S, S” satisfy A’(5), hence Theorem 1 is proved. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The proofs given in this paper show that the similar result holds for 
points in a rational normal curve or in a cubic surface S. For example, (3) 
is the only constraint on the number of generators for the homogeneous 
ideal of s general points contained in S. 
Remark 3.1. The method gives another proof of the conjecture in IFD,: 
use Lemma 1.2 for N = 2 and the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
For N = 2 the conjecture is related to a similar statement for rank-2 
stable vector bundles on P,. For background see [ 11. From now on we 
work in lP2; we write 0, fy instead of or+, yy,pz; we fix homogeneous coor- 
dinates x0, x,, x2. Recall that for all integers a, s the set M(a, s) of stable 
rank-2 vector bundles on P, with first Chern class a and second Chern 
class s is in a natural way an irreducible variety (eventually empty). For a 
general stable rank-2 vector bundle F on P, and any integer t, 
@(P,, F(t))#(O) implies H’(P,, F(t))=0 ([l, Sect. 51 or [6, lo]). Con- 
sider a general element of M(a, s). Up to twist we may assume 
h”( P,, F( - 1)) = 0, A’( [FD,, F) # 0. F fits in an exact sequence 
where Y is the union of s general points in P,. By the assumption on F and 
[ 1, Sect. 51, h’(P,, &(t)) = 0 for every t > a. Put R := k[x,, x,, x2]. Then 
M:= otsz @(P,, F(t)) is a finitely generated graded module. By (9) and 
the Castelnuovo-Mumford lemma [ 11, p. 991, A4 is generated by 
ff’(p2, F) and ff”(P,, F(1)) as R-module. By (9) and the conjecture in P, 
for general Y (hence for general F) A4 has the minimal number of 
generators as R-module. 
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